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News in brief:
 Ghana Ports offers $350m concession: The Ghana Ports and
Harbours Authority has offered a
concession to IBISTEK Limited, a
Ghanaian firm, for the development and operations of a container and multi-purpose terminal
at the Port of Takoradi.

 DONG opens Burbo O&M base:
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Port dispute leads to unprecedented fall in container volumes
The labour dispute at
the Port of Gothenburg
has led to an unprecedented fall in container
volumes according to
the port operator.
During the first six
months of the year, the
number of containers
shipped fell by 22%, the
biggest decrease ever in
the history of the port.
The decline was particularly noticeable in June,
with volumes down by
60%. Container handling
is now at a level not
seen since 2001. Magnus Kårestedt, Gothenburg Port Authority
chief executive, attributes the unprecedented
fall in container volumes
to the ongoing labour
dispute, which is now
into its second year.
“The consequences for
Swedish trade are immense, as several ser-

vices to key markets
have been withdrawn,
including direct services that are vital to
both imports and exports. A great deal of
freight has been
shifted from sea to
road, investments are
failing to materialise,
and jobs have disappeared,” stated Kårestedt.
The port operator
stated volume figures
for the first six months
of the year clearly
show how the dispute
between the trade
union and the container terminal, APM
Terminals Gothenburg,
is impacting negatively
on container trade.
Preliminary reports
show that the figures
for July were also at an
historic low. The upward trend has been

broken and you need
to go as far back as
2001 to find a corresponding volume level.
“It is painfully clear
how the dispute has
harmed the port and
industry. We have had
an incredible rate of
growth over the years
here at the largest port
in Scandinavia, and
billions have been invested to serve Swedish
trade optimally,” said
Kårestedt.
The dispute between
the operator, APMT,
and section 4 of the
Swedish Dockworkers’
Union began back in
May 2016. It has continued despite the fact
that APMT has signed
and is a party to the
industry’s collective
agreement. The situation has led the government to take action

and set up an enquiry
to review labour market rules. Kårestedt
continued: “It is unreasonable that a group of
dockworkers in Gothenburg can block trade
flows for an entire
country in this way.
National mediators
have attempted to
resolve the dispute on
repeated occasions.
APM Terminals has
accepted all the proposals put forward by
the mediators whilst
the Dockworkers’ Union has rejected them. I
welcome the government’s enquiry although legislation
takes time and in the
interim we need an
immediate local solution that will allow the
port to regain its credibility.”

Port of Cardiff makes £4m investment
ABP South Wales is investing over £4m into
warehouse improvements and handling
equipment at the Port
of Cardiff in order to
support customers in

the steel, forest products, and other general
cargo sectors.
The investment includes new warehousing, upgrades to existing warehouses, and

new port handling
equipment. The upgraded warehouses and
new equipment will
benefit several steel
sector customers who
have signed long-term

agreements to develop their businesses
at the port of Cardiff.
All works are due to
be completed by the
end of 2017.
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DONG Energy has opened an
Operations & Maintenance
(O&M) base on the bank of the
Mersey. The multi-million pound
facility at Kings Wharf, Seacombe
will serve both the Burbo Bank
and the Burbo Bank Extension
projects, the latter of which
opened in May this year.

 Vlissingen to house Borssele
base: DONG Energy and Zeeland
Seaports have signed a Letter of
Intent for developing an operations and maintenance base in
Vlissingen Buitenhaven to support
the Borssele 1&2 offshore wind
farm.

 Southampton goes electric: A
fleet of 13 electric vehicles have
been delivered to the Port of
Southampton to replace diesel
cars and vans currently used by
the port.

 MoU signed for Hamad Port
Services: Qatar Ports Management Company (Mwani Qatar)
and Qatar Chemical and Petrochemical Marketing and Distribution Company (Muntajat) have
signed at a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) for Hamad
Port's services.

 Essar Ports in agreement with
Mozambique: Essar Ports has
signed a 30-year concession
agreement with the Government
of Mozambique to develop a new
coal terminal at Beira Port. The
project will be executed on Design, Build, Own, Operate and
Transfer basis through a subsidiary, New Coal Terminal Beira, SA,
which is a joint venture of Essar
(70%) and Portos e Caminhos de
Ferro de Moçambique (30%).
For further information please
visit the 4AllPorts news pages:
www.4allports.com
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Bottlenecks in Rotterdam
The railway line from
Rotterdam via Duisburg
to Basle and Milan,
which is crucial for international rail freight
transport, was closed on
a long term basis on
12th August 2017 because of subsidence
during works in Southwest Germany. The
usual diversion routes in
Germany are also out of
service because of
works on the line and
are thus unusable.
The obstructions resulted in international
rail transport on the
important Rhine Alpine
European rail corridor
coming to a standstill.
Hundreds of cargo trains
were effected. Rail
freight transport and
the entire supply chain
of producers, transporters, companies and consumers suffered considerable losses because of

this explained the Port
of Rotterdam. Freight
transporters, intermodal operators and the
Port of Rotterdam are
extremely concerned
about safeguarding
good and competitive
rail accessibility to the
European hinterland
for mainport Rotterdam and the Netherlands. They also noted
that long-term closure
is not an option.
Furthermore the port
operators noted that
significant availability
problems were experienced earlier this year
on hinterland connections in the Netherlands (Moerdijkbrug
and Calandbrug) and in
Northern Italy (Luino).
The Port of Rotterdam
has called upon German rail network manager DB Netze and
Rhine Alpine Rail

Freight Corridor to
implement a rapid and
efficient emergency
plan, and to inform
parties.
In a press release the
Port stated: "This significant obstruction in
the aorta of European
rail freight transport
demands fundamental
improvements to both
the international coordination of engineering
works on the line as
well as the availability and quality
of emergency plans.
The European Rail
Freight Corridors
will be called on to
address this and to
elaborate how this
will be safeguarded
in the future.
Rail freight transport is essential in
connecting Dutch
ports, terminals,

trade and industry with
the hinterland and for
the greening of freight
transport. A highavailability and reliable
European rail network
is required for this.
Rapid and effective
intervention by rail
network managers is
essential for the future
and to safeguard the
reliable reputation of
cross-border rail transport."

ADVERTISE HERE!
If you wish to submit a
news story, advertise
within the newsletter or
to have your port featured as ‘Port of the
Month’ please contact us:
info@4allports.com
+44 (0) 1502 307 037
http://www.4allports.com

Port of the Month - Oostende
 Since 2008 Energy Port of Ostend has been closely involved with the development and operation of wind farms in the North Sea. In order to explore this business opportunity the investment company, REBO NV, was
founded. Since then, several projects have been realized at the REBOterminal in the Port of Oostende and a close offshore wind network has
been developed.

 The Port offers priority for offshore installation vessels with 20 ha of inThe Dijksgracht

The MS National Geographic Explorer

stallation & storage area which offers direct access to open sea. It is also
houses offices, dedicated O&M facilities, pontoons and an on site safety
training centre.

 All RO/RO sites have immediate access to the main road network in Oostende. The port area and terminals are connected to the international motorway E40 - A10 (less than 1 km).

4AllPorts is the portal for quick and easy worldwide port information
Image source: Port of Oostende

Address: Slijkensesteenweg 2, 8400 Oostende
Business contact: +32 (0) 59 34 07 11
Email: info@portofoostende.be
Web: www.portofoostende.be
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Port of Rauma construction progressing

Image Source: Port of Rauma

Construction at the Port
of Rauma container
terminal is progressing
to schedule. The first
part of the new container quay (60m) was
taken in use on Monday
August 14th, 2017. After

the addition, the total
length of the container
quay is now 215m. The
container quay will be
extended to 520m
within the rest of the
year 2017.
“We are very satisfied

with the new quay side
and container yard
which was now finished. Quay side operations will get more
efficient as the gantry
cranes will reach further out. Now we can
handle even the longest vessels at the container quay” sums up
operations director
Juha Rehmonen.
Managing director,
Hannu Asumalahti,
stated: “Moreover, it’s
important to take into

use areas that the port
customers can utilise
right away through
improved terminal
operations. The traffic
volumes have been
positive in 2017, which
means that the large
port investment will be
finished at a suitable
time.
The container terminal
expansion started in
the spring 2016 and
most of the work is
scheduled to be finished by the end of

2017. The total cost of
the project is valued at
€25m.
Further to the container
terminal extension, the
Rauma channel will be
dredged from 10m to
12m maximum authorised draught in cooperation with the Finnish
Transport Agency. The
dredging is scheduled to
be finished by the end
of 2017.
In 2016, Port of Rauma
handled a total of 5.60
million tons of goods.

Norddeich to expand
Norddeich Harbor has
decided to expand with
the addition of further
berths. An approximately 68m-long section of the eastern Leitdamm is to be converted into a quay in
the harbor port.
The new quay in the
operating site will offer
extra capacity for offshore supply vessels

operating from the
site. In addition, the
adjacent 70m long
quayside wall is to be
increased by 50cm, to
create two additional
tide-independent
moorings.
The Norddeich is already being used as
the base port of various offshore service
providers including

offshore wind developers. A back anchored
steel sheet wall and a
approximately 10m
wide quay area are
being built. Due to the
proximity to the Lower
Saxony Wattenmeer
National Park, a visual
protection for the
fauna is required. For
this purpose, a stone
wall was built, which

creates a spatial
boundary between the
port area and the national park.
Due to the time constraints for construction activities in the
dyke and storm flood
season between the
1st October and 15th
April, the construction
will be divided into
two phases.

In August and September 2017, Thieling Bau
GmbH & Co. KG from
Stadland will install the
sheet piles. Beginning in
mid-April 2018, the surface mounting will begin, so that from the
middle of 2018, the
quayside will be able to
enter the planned operation without restrictions.

Cuxhaven expansion inaugurated
The Port of Cuxhaven has
put into commission new
berthing space and a
ramp at its offshore terminal. The moorings at
the offshore terminal
have a total length of
1,340m and offer heavyload berths with water
depths of up to 11.6m.
With a dimension of
115m x 55m, the ramp is
designed for heavy loads
such as jackets founda-

tions for offshore wind
turbines.
Around €9.5m was invested in public port infrastructure and the construction project was carried out with support
from Bilfinger Marine &
Offshore System from
Hamburg and Kurt
Fredrich Spezialtiefbau
from Bremerhaven.
The expansion was triggered by the decision

from Siemens to establish
a wind turbine factory in
Cuxhaven to support the
development of offshore
wind power coming out
of Germany. The expansion was executed so that
heavy loads can be
loaded directly onto RO/
RO ships via a ramp.
From October 2017, a
total of 20 jacket foundation structures for the
Borkum Riffgrund 2 wind

farm will be delivered via
the new ramp. The structures will come from Stettin across the Kiel Canal in
sets of four and are

unloaded with a modular
vehicle. The project is
planned to be completed
by the end of March
2018.

Image Source: Niedersachsen Ports
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AED 1.1bn agreement for Khalifa Port Free Trade Zone
Abu Dhabi Ports and
Jiangsu Provincial Overseas Cooperation and
Investment Company
Limited have signed a 50
-year Musataha Agreement regarding the
Khalifa Port Free Trade
Zone (KPFTZ). Under the
terms of the agreement,
China-UAE Industrial
Capacity Cooperation
(Jiangsu) Construction

Management Co., Ltd.,
a UAE company newly
established by JOCIC,
will occupy and develop approximately
23.7 million square
feet of the free trade
zone for companies
from the Chinese province of Jiangsu. This
represents 2.2% of the
available free zone
space in KIZAD’s newly

allotted KPFTZ area. In
addition to the signing
ceremony, representatives from the five Chinese tenant companies
announced their plans
to invest in the lease
space, including Hanergy Thin Film Power
Group, Jiangsu Fantai
Mining Development
(Group) Co. Ltd.,
Xuzhou Jianghe Wood

Co. Ltd., Jiangsu Jinzi
Environmental Technology Co. Ltd., and
Guangzheng Group.
Abu Dhabi Ports stated
that the new tenants
will inject over AED
1.1bn ($300m) into
KPFTZ, creating over
1,400 jobs, broadening
the financial and physical scope of the zone.
The lease also includes

the option for ChinaUAE Industrial Capacity
Cooperation (Jiangsu)
Construction Management Co., Ltd. to establish and develop a further 107,639,100 square
feet of free zone at KIZAD Area B to meet additional demand by Jiangsu province businesses.

Peterhead to support Aberdeen wind farm
Peterhead Port Authority is set to support offshore construction work
for the European Offshore Wind Deployment
Centre (EOWDC) after
signing an agreement to
harbour the suction
bucket jacket foundations for the project.
The contract for Peterhead Port Authority was
awarded by Boskalis
which is Vattenfall’s key
supplier for the offshore
construction and installation work.

The agreement will also
see the Port play host to
one of the world’s largest floating cranes, with
a maximum lifting capacity of 5,000 tonnes,
and up to six barges that
will transport the 11
foundations. Five of the
barges will carry two
foundations each while
the sixth will transport
the final one- the heaviest which weighs
around 1,800 tonnes
and is about 77m high.
Peterhead Port Author-

ity will also accommodate two supporting
offshore construction
vessels while a project
site office will be established at the harbour for
the installation operations which are due to
start later this year.
The foundations will be
transported to Peterhead for mooring via
the six barge vessels, .
The installation vessel
will be moored alongside the barges for
heavy-lift operations.

When offshore work
starts, more than half
the foundations will be
installed under the water within the seabed.
Peterhead Port is to
support the installation
operations for at least
four months with the
offshore work expected
to take around four to
six weeks.
The EOWDC is to be the
first UK offshore wind
project to deploy suction bucket jackets of
this kind on a large

scale. The buckets have
been designed to enable
faster offshore installation, while keeping
noise to a minimum.
At the end of November
2016, Vattenfall signed
a lease totalling 24 years
with Aberdeen Harbour
Board. The company
plans to establish its
construction team’s
base within the Regent
Centre and also move
into a warehouse unit at
Commercial Quay.

Growth for London Gateway
DP World London Gateway is experiencing
growth with the expansion of a container facility and the establishment of a haulage base
from one of the UKs
largest haulage companies.
Pentalver Transport
Limited has commenced
work on Phase two of its
container facility at DP
World London Gateway.
Work started to expand
the container yard, located on Berth Seven of
the logistics hub, on
15th August 2017.

Pentalver opened the
first phase of the facility in 2015, following a
successful interim operation in support of
customers who has
commenced container
operations at the new
port.
It aims to add 40%
additional capacity to
its operation with the
development of Phase
Two. The company
stated it highlights the
commitment Pentalver
has made to DP World
London Gateway following the commercial

success achieved since
opening in November
2013.
Furthermore, logistics
company Wincanton is
to establish a haulage
base at DP World London Gateway. The site
will provide truck parking alongside office
facilities housing an on
-site operations team.
The development
marks the first phase
of the logistics facility’s
new, dedicated 13.5
acre haulage park.
Wincanton expects to
be operational from
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the site in early 2018.
The company stated
that establishing a
truck parking base at
DP World London
Gateway enables it to
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better serve its current
and future customers
choosing to ship
through the UK’s most
integrated logistics hub.
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